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Abstract. We introduce a concept of similarity between vertices of directed graphs. Let GA and
GB be two directed graphs with, respectively, nA and nB vertices. We deﬁne an nB × nA
similarity matrix S whose real entry sij expresses how similar vertex j (in GA ) is to vertex
i (in GB ): we say that sij is their similarity score. The similarity matrix can be obtained
as the limit of the normalized even iterates of Sk+1 = BSk AT + B T Sk A, where A and
B are adjacency matrices of the graphs and S0 is a matrix whose entries are all equal to
1. In the special case where GA = GB = G, the matrix S is square and the score sij is
the similarity score between the vertices i and j of G. We point out that Kleinberg’s “hub
and authority” method to identify web-pages relevant to a given query can be viewed as
a special case of our deﬁnition in the case where one of the graphs has two vertices and a
unique directed edge between them. In analogy to Kleinberg, we show that our similarity
scores are given by the components of a dominant eigenvector of a nonnegative matrix.
Potential applications of our similarity concept are numerous. We illustrate an application
for the automatic extraction of synonyms in a monolingual dictionary.
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in a graph representing the connections or links between pages on the web. One
such method, proposed by Kleinberg [18], identiﬁes in a set of pages relevant to a
query search the subset of pages that are good hubs or the subset of pages that are
good authorities. For example, for the query “university,” the home-pages of Oxford,
Harvard, and other universities are good authorities, whereas web-pages that point to
these home-pages are good hubs. Good hubs are pages that point to good authorities,
and good authorities are pages that are pointed to by good hubs. From these implicit
relations, Kleinberg derives an iterative method that assigns an “authority score” and
a “hub score” to every vertex of a given graph. These scores can be obtained as the
limit of a converging iterative process, which we now describe.
Let G = (V, E) be a graph with vertex set V and with edge set E and let hj and
aj be the hub and authority scores of vertex j. We let these scores be initialized by
some positive values and then update them simultaneously for all vertices according
to the following mutually reinforcing relation: the hub score of vertex j is set equal
to the sum of the authority scores of all vertices pointed to by j, and, similarly, the
authority score of vertex j is set equal to the sum of the hub scores of all vertices
pointing to j:


hj ←
i:(j,i)∈E ai ,

aj ←
i:(i,j)∈E hi .
Let B be the matrix whose entry (i, j) is equal to the number of edges between
the vertices i and j in G (the adjacency matrix of G), and let h and a be the vectors
of hub and authority scores. The above updating equations then take the simple form





0 B
h
h
=
,
k = 0, 1, . . . ,
a k+1
a k
BT 0
which we denote in compact form by
xk+1 = M xk ,
where


xk =

h
a

k = 0, 1, . . . ,




,

M=

k

0
BT

B
0


.

Notice that the matrix M is symmetric and nonnegative.1 We are interested only in
the relative scores and we will therefore consider the normalized vector sequence
(1.1)

z0 = x0 > 0,

zk+1 =

M zk
,
M zk 2

k = 0, 1, . . . ,

where  · 2 is the Euclidean vector norm. Ideally, we would like to take the limit
of the sequence zk as a deﬁnition for the hub and authority scores. There are two
diﬃculties with such a deﬁnition.
A ﬁrst diﬃculty is that the sequence zk does not always converge. In fact, sequences associated with nonnegative matrices M with the above block structure almost never converge, but rather oscillate between the limits
zeven = lim z2k
k→∞

1A

and

zodd = lim z2k+1 .
k→∞

matrix or a vector Z will be said to be nonnegative (positive) if all its components are
nonnegative (positive); we write Z ≥ 0 (Z > 0) to denote this.
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We prove in Theorem 2 that this is true in general for symmetric nonnegative matrices,
and that either the sequence resulting from (1.1) converges or it doesn’t, and then the
even and odd subsequences do converge. Let us consider both limits for the moment.
The second diﬃculty is that the limit vectors zeven and zodd do in general depend
on the initial vector z0 , and there is no apparently natural choice for z0 . The set of
all limit vectors obtained when starting from a positive initial vector is given by
Z = {zeven (z0 ), zodd (z0 ) : z0 > 0},
and we would like to select one particular vector in that set. The vector zeven obtained
for z0 = 1 (we denote by 1 the vector, or matrix, whose entries are all equal to 1)
has several interesting features that qualify it as a good choice: it is particularly easy
to compute, it possesses several nice properties (see in particular section 4), and it
has the extremal property, proved in Theorem 2, of being the unique vector in Z of
the largest possible 1-norm (the 1-norm of a vector is the sum of all the magnitudes
of its entries). Because of these features, we take the two subvectors of zeven (1) as
deﬁnitions for the hub and authority scores. Notice that the above matrix M has the
property that


0
BB T
,
M2 =
0
BT B
and from this equality it follows that, if the dominant invariant subspaces associated
with BB T and B T B have dimension 1, then the normalized hub and authority scores
are simply given by the normalized dominant eigenvectors of BB T and B T B. This
is the deﬁnition used in [18] for the authority and hub scores of the vertices of G.
The arbitrary choice of z0 = 1 made in [18] is shown here to have an extremal norm
justiﬁcation. Notice that when the invariant subspace has dimension 1, then there
is nothing particular about the starting vector 1, since any other positive vector z0
would give the same result.
We now generalize this construction. The authority score of vertex j of G can
be thought of as a similarity score between vertex j of G and vertex authority of the
graph
hub −→ authority
and, similarly, the hub score of vertex j of G can be seen as a similarity score between
vertex j and vertex hub. The mutually reinforcing updating iteration used above can
be generalized to graphs that are diﬀerent from the hub–authority structure graph.
The idea of this generalization is easier to grasp with an example; we illustrate it
ﬁrst on the path graph with three vertices and then provide a deﬁnition for arbitrary
graphs. Let G be a graph with edge set E and adjacency matrix B and consider the
structure graph
1 −→ 2 −→ 3.
With each vertex j of G we now associate three scores xi1 , xi2 , and xi3 , one for each
vertex of the structure graph. We initialize these scores with some positive value and
then update them according to the following mutually reinforcing relation:


xi1 ←

j:(i,j)∈E xi2 ,




+ j:(i,j)∈E xi3 ,
xi2 ←
j:(j,i)∈E xi1



 x
←
x ,
i3

j:(j,i)∈E

i2
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A graph and its similarity matrix with the structure graph 1 −→ 2 −→ 3. The similarity
score of vertex 3 with vertex 2 of the structure graph is equal to 0.3956.

or, in matrix form (we denote by xj the column vector with entries xij ),





0
B
0
x1
x1
 x2 
0 B   x2  ,
=  BT
k = 0, 1, . . . ,
x3 k+1
x3 k
0 BT 0
which we again denote xk+1 = M xk . The situation is now identical to that of the
previous example and all convergence arguments given there apply here as well. The
matrix M is symmetric and nonnegative, the normalized even and odd iterates converge, and the limit zeven (1) is, among all possible limits, the unique vector with
largest possible 1-norm. We take the three components of this extremal limit zeven (1)
as the deﬁnition of the similarity scores s1 , s2 , and s3 and deﬁne the similarity matrix
by S = [s1 s2 s3 ]. A numerical example of such a similarity matrix is shown in Figure 1.1. Note that we shall prove in Theorem 6 that the score s2 can be obtained more
directly from B by computing the dominating eigenvector of the matrix BB T + B T B.
We now come to a description of the general case. Assume that we have two
directed graphs GA and GB with nA and nB vertices and edge sets EA and EB . We
think of GA as a structure graph that plays the role of the graphs hub −→ authority
and 1 −→ 2 −→ 3 in the above examples. We consider real scores xij for i = 1, . . . , nB
and j = 1, . . . , nA and simultaneously update all scores according to the following
updating equations:


xrs +
xrs .
xij ←
r:(r,i)∈EB , s:(s,j)∈EA

r:(i,r)∈EB , s:(j,s)∈EA

This equation can be given an interpretation in terms of the product graph of
GA and GB . The product graph of GA and GB is a graph that has nA .nB vertices
and that has an edge between vertices (i1 , j1 ) and (i2 , j2 ) if there is an edge between
i1 and i2 in GA and there is an edge between j1 and j2 in GB . The above updating
equation is then equivalent to replacing the scores of all vertices of the product graph
by the sum of the scores of the vertices linked by an outgoing or incoming edge.
Equation (1.1) can also be written in more compact matrix form. Let Xk be the
nB × nA matrix of entries xij at iteration k. Then the updating equations take the
simple form
(1.2)

Xk+1 = BXk AT + B T Xk A,

k = 0, 1, . . . ,

where A and B are the adjacency matrices of GA and GB . We prove in section 3
that, as for the above examples, the normalized even and odd iterates of this updating
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Two graphs GA , GB and their similarity matrix. The vertex of GA which is most similar
to vertex 5 in GB is vertex 3.

equation converge and that the limit Zeven (1) is among all possible limits the only
one with largest 1-norm. We take this limit as the deﬁnition of the similarity matrix.
An example of two graphs and their similarity matrix is shown in Figure 1.2.
It is interesting to note that in the database literature similar ideas have been
proposed [20], [17]. The application there is information retrieval in large databases
with which a particular graph structure can be associated. The ideas presented in
these conference papers are obviously linked to those of the present paper, but in
order to guarantee convergence of the proposed iteration to a unique ﬁxed point,
the iteration has to be slightly modiﬁed using, e.g., certain weighting coeﬃcients.
Therefore, the hub and authority score of Kleinberg is not a special case of their
deﬁnition. We thank the authors of [17] for drawing our attention to those references.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we describe some
standard Perron–Frobenius results for nonnegative matrices that are useful in the
rest of the paper. In section 3, we give a precise deﬁnition of the similarity matrix
together with diﬀerent alternative deﬁnitions. The deﬁnition immediately translates
into an approximation algorithm and we discuss in that section some complexity
aspects of the algorithm. In section 4 we describe similarity matrices for the situation
where one of the two graphs is a path graph of length 2 or 3. In section 5 we consider
the special case GA = GB = G for which the score sij is the similarity between the
vertices i and j in a single graph G. Section 6 deals with graphs whose similarity
matrix have rank 1. We prove there that if one of the graphs is regular or if one
of the graphs is undirected, then the similarity matrix has rank 1. Regular graphs
are graphs whose vertices have the same in-degrees and the same out-degrees; cycle
graphs, for example, are regular. In a ﬁnal section we report results obtained for the
automatic synonym extraction in a dictionary by using the central score of a graph.
A short version of this paper appears as a conference contribution [6].
2. Graphs and Nonnegative Matrices. With any directed graph G = (V, E) one
can associate a nonnegative matrix via an indexation of its vertices. The so-called
adjacency matrix of G is the matrix B ∈ Nn×n whose entry bij equals the number of
edges from vertex i to vertex j. Let B be the adjacency matrix of some graph G; the
entry (B k )ij is equal to the number of paths of length k from vertex i to vertex j.
From this it follows that a graph is strongly connected if and only if for every pair of
indices i and j there is an integer k such that (B k )ij > 0. Matrices that satisfy this
property are said to be irreducible.
In what follows, we shall need the notion of orthogonal projection on vector
subspaces. Let V be a linear subspace of Rn and let v ∈ Rn . The orthogonal projection
of v on V is the unique vector in V with smallest Euclidean distance to v. A matrix
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representation of this projection can be obtained as follows. Let {v1 , . . . , vm } be
an orthonormal basis for V and arrange the column vectors vi in a matrix V . The
projection of v on V is then given by Πv = V V T v, and the matrix Π = V V T is the
orthogonal projector on V. Projectors have the property that Π2 = Π.
The Perron–Frobenius theory [14] establishes interesting properties about the
eigenvectors and eigenvalues of nonnegative matrices. Let the largest magnitude of the
eigenvalues of the matrix M (the spectral radius of M ) be denoted by ρ(M ). According
to the Perron–Frobenius theorem, the spectral radius of a nonnegative matrix M is an
eigenvalue of M (called the Perron root), and there exists an associated nonnegative
vector x ≥ 0 (x = 0) such that M x = ρx (called the Perron vector ). In the case of
symmetric matrices, more speciﬁc results can be obtained.
Theorem 1. Let M be a symmetric nonnegative matrix of spectral radius ρ.
Then the algebraic and geometric multiplicity of the Perron root ρ are equal; there is
a nonnegative matrix X ≥ 0 whose columns span the invariant subspace associated
with the Perron root; and the elements of the orthogonal projector Π on the vector
space associated with the Perron root of M are all nonnegative.
Proof. We use the facts that any symmetric nonnegative matrix M can be permuted to a block-diagonal matrix with irreducible blocks Mi on the diagonal [14, 3]
and that the algebraic multiplicity of the Perron root of an irreducible nonnegative
matrix is equal to 1. From these combined facts it follows that the algebraic and
geometric multiplicities of the Perron root ρ of M are equal. Moreover, the corresponding invariant subspace of M is obtained from the normalized Perron vectors of
the Mi blocks, appropriately padded with zeros. The basis X one obtains that way
is then nonnegative and orthonormal.
The next theorem will be used to justify our deﬁnition of similarity matrix between two graphs. The result describes the limit vectors of sequences associated with
symmetric nonnegative linear transformations.
Theorem 2. Let M be a symmetric nonnegative matrix of spectral radius ρ.
Let z0 > 0 and consider the sequence
zk+1 = M zk /M zk 2 ,

k = 0, . . . .

Two convergence cases can occur depending on whether or not −ρ is an eigenvalue of
M . When −ρ is not an eigenvalue of M , then the sequence zk simply converges to
Πz0 /Πz0 2 , where Π is the orthogonal projector on the invariant subspace associated
with the Perron root ρ. When −ρ is an eigenvalue of M , then the subsequences z2k
and z2k+1 converge to the limits
zeven (z0 ) = lim z2k =
k→∞

Πz0
Πz0 2

and

zodd (z0 ) = lim z2k+1 =
k→∞

ΠM z0
,
ΠM z0 2

where Π is the orthogonal projector on the sums of the invariant subspaces associated
with ρ and −ρ. In both cases the set of all possible limits is given by
Z = {zeven (z0 ), zodd (z0 ) : z0 > 0} = {Πz/Πz2 : z > 0}
and the vector zeven (1) is the unique vector of largest possible 1-norm in that set.
Proof. We prove only the case where −ρ is an eigenvalue; the other case is a
trivial modiﬁcation. Let us denote the invariant subspaces of M corresponding to ρ,
to −ρ, and to the rest of the spectrum, respectively, by Vρ , V−ρ , and Vµ . Assume
that these spaces are nontrivial and that we have orthonormal bases for them:
M Vρ = ρVρ ,

M V−ρ = −ρV−ρ ,

M V µ = V µ Mµ ,
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where Mµ is a square matrix (diagonal if Vµ is the basis of eigenvectors) with spectral
radius µ strictly less than ρ. The eigenvalue decomposition can then be rewritten in
block-diagonal form:




 ρI

 Vρ V−ρ Vµ T
−ρI
M = Vρ V−ρ Vµ 
Mµ
T
= ρVρ VρT − ρV−ρ V−ρ
+ Vµ Mµ VµT .
It then follows that
M 2 = ρ2 Π + Vµ Mµ2 VµT ,
T
is the orthogonal projector onto the invariant subspace
where Π := Vρ VρT + V−ρ V−ρ
Vρ ⊕ V−ρ of M 2 corresponding to ρ2 . We also have

M 2k = ρ2k Π + Vµ Mµ2k VµT ,
and since ρ(Mµ ) = µ < ρ, it follows from multiplying this by z0 and M z0 that
z2k =

Πz0
+ O(µ/ρ)2k
Πz0 2

and
z2k+1 =

ΠM z0
+ O(µ/ρ)2k ,
ΠM z0 2

provided the initial vectors z0 and M z0 have a nonzero component in the relevant
subspaces, i.e., provided Πz0 and ΠM z0 are nonzero. But the Euclidean norms of
these vectors equal z0T Πz0 and z0T M ΠM z0 since Π2 = Π. These norms are both
nonzero since z0 > 0 and both Π and M ΠM are nonnegative and nonzero.
It follows from the nonnegativity of M and the formula for zeven (z0 ) and zodd (z0 )
that both limits lie in {Πz/Πz2 : z > 0}. Let us now show that every element
ẑ0 ∈ {Πz/Πz2 : z > 0} can be obtained as zeven (z0 ) for some z0 > 0. Since the
entries of Π are nonnegative, so are those of ẑ0 . This vector may, however, have some
of its entries equal to zero. From ẑ0 we construct z0 by adding " to all the zero entries
of ẑ0 . The vector z0 − ẑ0 is clearly orthogonal to Vρ ⊕ V−ρ and will therefore vanish
in the iteration of M 2 . Thus we have zeven (z0 ) = ẑ0 for z0 > 0, as requested.
We now prove the last statement. The matrix Π and all vectors are nonnegative
and Π2 = Π, and so,


√
 Π1 
T 2


 Π12  = 1 Π 1
1
and also



 Πz0 
1 T Π2 z 0


 Πz0 2  =  T 2 .
z0 Π z0
1

Applying the Schwarz inequality to Πz0 and Π1 yields

√
|1T Π2 z0 | ≤ z0T Π2 z0 . 1T Π2 1
with equality only when Πz0 = λΠ1 for some λ ∈ C. But since Πz0 and Π1 are both
real nonnegative, the proof easily follows.
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3. Similarity between Vertices in Graphs. We now come to a formal deﬁnition
of the similarity matrix of two directed graphs GA and GB . The updating equation
for the similarity matrix is motivated in the introduction and is given by the linear
mapping
(3.1)

Xk+1 = BXk AT + B T Xk A,

k = 0, 1, . . . ,

where A and B are the adjacency matrices of GA and GB . In this updating equation,
the entries of Xk+1 depend linearly on those of Xk . We can make this dependance
more explicit by using the matrix-to-vector operator that develops a matrix into a
vector by taking its columns one by one. This operator, denoted vec, satisﬁes the
elementary property vec(CXD) = (DT ⊗C) vec(X) in which ⊗ denotes the Kronecker
product (also denoted the tensorial or direct product). For a proof of this property,
see Lemma 4.3.1 in [15]. Applying this property to (3.1) we immediately obtain
xk+1 = (A ⊗ B + AT ⊗ B T ) xk ,

(3.2)

where xk = vec(Xk ). This is the format used in the introduction. Combining this
observation with Theorem 2, we deduce the following theorem.
Theorem 3. Let GA and GB be two graphs with adjacency matrices A and B,
ﬁx some initial positive matrix Z0 > 0, and deﬁne
Zk+1 =

BZk AT + B T Zk A
,
BZk AT + B T Zk AF

k = 0, 1, . . . .

Then the matrix subsequences Z2k and Z2k+1 converge to Zeven and Zodd . Moreover,
among all the matrices in the set
{Zeven (Z0 ), Zodd (Z0 ) : Z0 > 0},
the matrix Zeven (1) is the unique matrix of the largest 1-norm.
In order to be consistent with the vector norm appearing in Theorem 2, the matrix
norm .F we use here is the square root of the sum of all squared entries (this norm
is known as the Euclidean or Frobenius norm), and the 1-norm .1 is the sum of the
magnitudes of all entries. One can also provide a deﬁnition of the set Z in terms of
one of its extremal properties.
Theorem 4. Let GA and GB be two graphs with adjacency matrices A and B
and consider the notation of Theorem 3. The set
Z = {Zeven (Z0 ), Zodd (Z0 ) : Z0 > 0}
and the set of all positive matrices that maximize the expression
BXAT + B T XAF
XF
are equal. Moreover, among all matrices in this set, there is a unique matrix S whose
1-norm is maximal. This matrix can be obtained as
S = lim Z2k
k→+∞

for Z0 = 1.
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Proof. The above expression can also be written as L(X)2 /X2 , which is the
induced 2-norm of the linear mapping L deﬁned by L(X) = BXAT + B T XA. It
is well known [14] that each dominant eigenvector X of L2 is a maximizer of this
expression. It was shown above that S is the unique matrix of largest 1-norm in that
set.
We take the matrix S appearing in this theorem as the deﬁnition of the similarity
matrix between GA and GB . Notice that it follows from this deﬁnition that the
similarity matrix between GB and GA is the transpose of the similarity matrix between
GA and GB .
A direct algorithmic transcription of the deﬁnition leads to an approximation
algorithm for computing similarity matrices of graphs:
1. Set Z0 = 1.
2. Iterate an even number of times
Zk+1 =

BZk AT + B T Zk A
BZk AT + B T Zk AF

and stop upon convergence.
3. Output S is the last value of Zk .
This algorithm is a matrix analogue to the classical power method (see [14]) to
compute a dominant eigenvector of a matrix. The complexity of this algorithm is easy
to estimate. Let GA , GB be two graphs with nA , nB vertices and eA , eB edges, respectively. Then the products BZk and B T Zk require less than 2nA .eB additions and
multiplications each, while the subsequent products (BZk )AT and (B T Zk )A require
less than 2nB .eA additions and multiplications each. The sum and the calculation of
the Frobenius norm requires 2nA .nB additions and multiplications, while the scaling
requires one division and nA .nB multiplications. Let us deﬁne
αA := eA /nA ,

αB := eB /nB

as the average number of nonzero elements per row of A and B, respectively; then
the total complexity per iteration step is of the order of 4(αA + αB )nA nB additions
and multiplications. As was shown in Theorem 2, the convergence of the even iterates
of the above recurrence is linear with ratio (µ/ρ)2 . The number of ﬂoating point
operations needed to compute S to " accuracy with the power method is therefore of
the order of
8nA nB

(αA + αB ) log "
.
(log µ − log ρ)

Other sparse matrix methods could be used here, but we do not address such
algorithmic aspects in this paper. For particular classes of adjacency matrices, one
can compute the similarity matrix S directly from the dominant invariant subspaces
of matrices of the size of A or B. We provide explicit expressions for a few such classes
in the next section.
4. Hubs, Authorities, and Central Scores. As explained in the introduction,
the hub and authority scores of a graph can be expressed in terms of its adjacency
matrix.
Theorem 5. Let B be the adjacency matrix of the graph GB . The normalized
hub and authority scores of the vertices of GB are given by the normalized dominant
eigenvectors of the matrices BB T and B T B, provided the corresponding Perron root
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is of multiplicity 1. Otherwise, it is the normalized projection of the vector 1 on the
respective dominant invariant subspaces.
The condition on the multiplicity of the Perron root is not superﬂuous. Indeed,
even for connected graphs, BB T and B T B may have multiple dominant roots: for
cycle graphs, for example, both BB T and B T B are the identity matrix.
Another interesting structure graph is the path graph of length 3:
1 −→ 2 −→ 3
As for the hub and authority scores, we can give an explicit expression for the
similarity score with vertex 2, a score that we will call the central score. This central
score has been successfully used for the purpose of automatic extraction of synonyms
in a dictionary. This application is described in more detail in section 7.
Theorem 6. Let B be the adjacency matrix of the graph GB . The normalized
central scores of the vertices of GB are given by the normalized dominant eigenvector
of the matrix B T B +BB T , provided the corresponding Perron root is of multiplicity 1.
Otherwise, it is the normalized projection of the vector 1 on the dominant invariant
subspace.
Proof. The corresponding matrix M is as follows:


0
B
0
0 B 
M =  BT
0 BT 0
and so



BB T
2

0
M =
BT BT

0
B T B + BB T
0


BB
0 ,
T
B B

and the result then follows from the deﬁnition of the similarity scores, provided the
central matrix B T B + BB T has a dominant root ρ2 of M 2 . This can be seen as
follows. The matrix M can be permuted to




0 E
B
.
M = PT
P,
where
E
:=
ET 0
BT
Now let V and U be orthonormal bases for the dominant right and left singular
subspaces of E [14]:
(4.1)

EV = ρU,

E T U = ρV ;

then clearly V and U are also bases for the dominant invariant subspaces of E T E and
EE T, respectively, since
E T EV = ρ2 V,

EE T U = ρ2 U.

Moreover,

P M 2P T =

EE T
0

0
ET E


,

and the projectors associated with the dominant eigenvalues of EE T and E T E are,
respectively, Πv := V V T and Πu := U U T . The projector Π of M 2 is then nothing
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Fig. 4.1

√
A directed bow-tie graph. Kleinberg’s hub score of the center vertex is equal to√1/ m + 1
if m > n and to 0 if m < n. The central score of this vertex is equal to 1/ m + n + 1
independently of the relative values of m and n.

but P T diag{Πv , Πu }P , and hence the subvectors of Π1 are the vectors Πv 1 and Πu 1,
which can be computed from the smaller matrices E T E or EE T . Since E T E =
B T B + BB T , the central vector Πv 1 is the middle vector of Π1. It is worth pointing
out that (4.1) also yields a relation between the two smaller projectors:
ρ2 Πv = E T Πu E,

ρ2 Πu = EΠv E T .

In order to illustrate that path graphs of length 3 may have an advantage over
the hub–authority structure graph we consider here the special case of the “directed
bow-tie graph” GB represented in Figure 4.1. If we label the center vertex ﬁrst, then
label the m left vertices, and ﬁnally the n right vertices, the adjacency matrix for this
graph is given by


0 0 ··· 0 1 ··· 1

 1



 ..

 .
0n
0


.

B= 1


 0



 .
 ..
0
0m 
0
The matrix B T B + BB T is equal to



m+n
0
B T B + BB T = 
0


0
0 ,
1m

0
1n
0

and, following Theorem 6, the Perron root of M is equal to ρ =
similarity matrix is given by the (1 + m + n) × 3 matrix


0 1 0
 1 0 0 


 .. .. .. 
 . . . 


1
 1 0 0 .
S= √

m+n+1 0 0 1 



 . . . 
 .. .. .. 
0 0

1

√

n + m and the
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This result holds irrespective of the relative value of m and n. Let us call the three
vertices of the path graph, 1, center, and 3, respectively. One could view a center
as a vertex through which much information is passed on. This similarity matrix S
indicates that vertex 1 of GB looks like a center, the left vertices of GB look like 1’s,
and the right vertices of GB look like 3’s. If, on the other hand, we analyze the graph
GB with the hub–authority structure graph of Kleinberg, then the similarity scores S
diﬀer for m < n and m > n:


Sm>n






1

=√
m+1






1 0
0 0 

.. .. 
. . 

0 0 
,
0 1 

.. .. 
. . 
0 1



Sm<n






1

=√
n+1






0 1
1 0 

.. .. 
. . 

1 0 
.
0 0 

.. .. 
. . 
0 0

This shows a weakness of this structure graph, since the vertices of GB that
deserve the label of hub or authority completely change between m > n and m < n.
5. Self-Similarity Matrix of a Graph. When we compare two equal graphs GA =
GB = G, the similarity matrix S is a square matrix whose entries are similarity scores
between vertices of G; this matrix is the self-similarity matrix of G. Various graphs
and their corresponding self-similarity matrices are represented in Figure 5.1. In
general, we expect vertices to have a high similarity score with themselves; that is,
we expect the diagonal entries of self-similarity matrices to be large. We prove in the
next theorem that the largest entry of a self-similarity matrix always appears on the
diagonal and that, except for trivial cases, the diagonal elements of a self-similarity
matrix are nonzero. As can be seen from elementary examples, it is, however, not true
that diagonal elements always dominate all elements on the same row and column.
Theorem 7. The self-similarity matrix of a graph is positive semideﬁnite. In
particular, the largest element of the matrix appears on the diagonal, and if a diagonal
entry is equal to zero the corresponding row and column are equal to zero.
Proof. Since A = B, the iteration of the normalized matrices Zk now becomes
Zk+1 =

AZk AT + AT Zk A
,
AZk AT + AT Zk AF

Z0 = 1.

Since the scaled sum of two positive semideﬁnite matrices is also positive semideﬁnite,
it is clear that all matrices Zk will be positive semideﬁnite. Moreover, positive semidefinite matrices are a closed set and hence the limit S will also be positive semideﬁnite.
The properties mentioned in the statement of the theorem are well-known properties
of positive semideﬁnite matrices.
When vertices of a graph are similar to each other, such as in cycle graphs, we
expect to have a self-similarity matrix with all entries equal. This is indeed the case,
as will be proved in the next section. We can also derive explicit expressions for the
self-similarity matrices of path graphs.
Theorem 8. The self-similarity matrix of a path graph is a diagonal matrix.
Proof. The product of two path graphs is a disjoint union of path graphs, and
so the matrix M corresponding to this graph can be permuted to a block-diagonal
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Graphs and their corresponding self-similarity matrix. The self-similarity matrix of a graph
gives a measure of how similar vertices are to each other.

arrangement of Jacobi matrices


0


 1
Jj := 



1
..
.
..

.


..

.

0
1





1 
0

of dimension j = 1, . . . , -, where - is the dimension of the given path graph. The
largest of these blocks corresponds to the Perron root ρ of M . There is only one
largest block and its vertices correspond to the diagonal elements of S. As shown
in [19], ρ = 2 cos(π/(- + 1)), but M has both eigenvalues ±ρ and the corresponding
vectors have the elements (±)j sin(jπ/(- + 1)), j = 1, . . . , -, from which Π1 can easily
be computed.
6. Similarity Matrices of Rank 1. In this section we describe two classes of graphs
that lead to similarity matrices that have rank 1. We consider the case when one of
the two graphs is regular (a graph is regular if the in-degrees of its vertices are all
equal and the out-degrees are also equal), and the case when the adjacency matrix of
one of the graphs is normal (a matrix A is normal if it satisﬁes AAT = AT A). In both
cases we prove that the similarity matrix has rank 1. Graphs that are not directed
have a symmetric adjacency matrix, and symmetric matrices are normal, therefore
graphs that are not directed always generate similarity matrices that have rank 1.
Theorem 9. Let GA , GB be two graphs of adjacency matrices A and B and
assume that GA is regular. Then the similarity matrix between GA and GB is a rank
1 matrix of the form
S = α v1T ,
where v = Π1 is the projection of 1 on the dominant invariant subspace of (B +B T )2 ,
and α is a scaling factor.
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Proof. It is known (see, e.g., [4]) that a regular graph GA has an adjacency
matrix A with Perron root of algebraic multiplicity 1 and that the vector 1 is the
corresponding Perron vector of both A and AT . It easily follows from this that each
matrix Zk of the iteration deﬁning the similarity matrix is of rank 1 and of the type
√
vk 1T / nA , where
vk+1 = (B + B T )vk /(B + B T )vk 2 ,

v0 = 1.

This clearly converges to Π1/Π12 , where Π is the projector on the dominant invariant subspace of (B + B T )2 .
Cycle graphs have an adjacency matrix A that satisﬁes AAT = I. This property
corresponds to the fact that, in a cycle graph, all forward-backward paths from a
vertex return to that vertex. More generally, we consider in the next theorem graphs
that have an adjacency matrix A that is normal, i.e., that have an adjacency matrix
A such that AAT = AT A.
Theorem 10. Let GA and GB be two graphs of adjacency matrices A and B
and assume that one of the adjacency matrices is normal. Then the similarity matrix
between GA and GB has rank 1.
Proof. Let A be the normal matrix and let α be its Perron root. Then there
exists a unitary matrix U which diagonalizes both A and AT :
A = U ΛU ∗ ,

AT = U ΛU ∗ ,

and the columns ui , i = 1, . . . , nA , of U are their common eigenvectors (notice that
ui is real only if λi is real as well). Therefore,
(U ∗ ⊗ I)M (U ⊗ I) = (U ∗ ⊗ I)(A ⊗ B + AT ⊗ B T )(U ⊗ I) = Λ ⊗ B + Λ ⊗ B T ,
and the eigenvalues of M are those of the Hermitian matrices
Hi := λi B + λi B T ,
which obviously are bounded by |λi |β, where β is the Perron root of (B + B T ).
(i)
Moreover, if vj , j = 1, . . . , nB , are the eigenvectors of Hi , then those of M are given
by
(i)

ui ⊗ vj ,

i = 1, . . . , nA ,

j = 1, . . . , nB ,

and they can again only be real if λi is real. Since we want real eigenvectors corresponding to extremal eigenvalues of M , we only need to consider the largest real
eigenvalues of A, i.e., ±α, where α is the Perron root of A. Since A is normal we also
have that its real eigenvectors are also eigenvectors of AT . Therefore,
AΠ+α = AT Π+α = αΠ+α ,

AΠ−α = AT Π−α = −αΠ−α .

It then follows that
(A ⊗ B + AT ⊗ B T )2 ((Π+α + Π−α ) ⊗ Πβ ) = α2 (Π+α + Π−α ) ⊗ β 2 Πβ ,
and hence Π := (Π+α + Π−α ) ⊗ Πβ is the projector of the dominant root α2 β 2 of M 2 .
Applying this projector to the vector 1 yields the vector
(Π+α + Π−α )1 ⊗ Πβ 1,
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which corresponds to the rank 1 matrix
S = (Π+α + Π−α )1Πβ .
When one of the graphs GA or GB is regular or has a normal adjacency matrix,
the resulting similarity matrix S has rank 1. Adjacency matrices of regular graphs
and normal matrices have the property that the projector Π on the invariant subspace
corresponding to the Perron root of A is also the projector on the subspace of AT .
As a consequence, ρ(A + AT ) = 2ρ(A). In this context we formulate the following
conjecture.
Conjecture 11. The similarity matrix of two graphs has rank 1 if and only if
one of the graphs has the property that its adjacency matrix D is such that ρ(D+DT ) =
2ρ(D).
7. Application to Automatic Extraction of Synonyms. We illustrate in this last
section the use of the central similarity score introduced in section 4 for the automatic
extraction of synonyms from a monolingual dictionary. Our method uses a graph constructed from the dictionary and is based on the assumption that synonyms have many
words in common in their deﬁnitions and appear together in the deﬁnition of many
words. We brieﬂy outline our method below and then discuss the results obtained
with the Webster dictionary on four query words. The application given in this section
is based on [5], to which we refer the interested reader for a complete description.
The method is fairly simple. Starting from a dictionary, we ﬁrst construct the
associated dictionary graph G; each word of the dictionary is a vertex of the graph,
and there is an edge from u to v if v appears in the deﬁnition of u. Then, associated
with a given query word w, we construct a neighborhood graph Gw , which is the
subgraph of G whose vertices are pointed to by w or are pointing to w (see, e.g.,
Figure 7.1). Finally, we compute the similarity score of the vertices of the graph Gw
with the central vertex in the structure graph
1 −→ 2 −→ 3
and rank the words by decreasing score. Because of the way the neighborhood graph
is constructed, we expect the words with highest central score to be good candidates
for synonymy.
Before proceeding to the description of the results obtained, we brieﬂy describe
the dictionary graph. We used the Online Plain Text English Dictionary [2], which is
based on the “Project Gutenberg Etext of Webster’s Unabridged Dictionary,” which
is in turn based on the 1913 U.S. Webster’s Unabridged Dictionary. The dictionary
consists of 27 HTML ﬁles (one for each letter of the alphabet, and one for several additions). These ﬁles are freely available from the web-site http://www.gutenberg.net/.
The resulting graph has 112,169 vertices and 1,398,424 edges. It can be downloaded
from the web-page http://www.eleves.ens.fr/home/senellar/.
In order to be able to evaluate the quality of our synonym extraction method,
we have compared the results produced with three other lists of synonyms. Two of
these (Distance and ArcRank) were compiled automatically by two other synonym
extraction methods (see [5] for details; the method ArcRank is described in [16]), and
one of them lists synonyms obtained from the handmade resource WordNet freely
available on the web [1]. The order of appearance of the words for this last source is
arbitrary, whereas it is well deﬁned for the three other methods. We have not kept
the query word in the list of synonyms, since this does not make much sense except
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Part of the neighborhood graph associated with the word “likely.” The graph contains all
words used in the deﬁnition of “likely” and all words using “likely” in their deﬁnition.
Synonyms are identiﬁed by selecting in this graph those vertices of highest central score.
Table 7.1 Proposed synonyms for disappear.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Mark
Std dev.

Distance
vanish
wear
die
sail
faint
light
port
absorb
appear
cease
3.6
1.8

Our method
vanish
pass
die
wear
faint
fade
sail
light
dissipate
cease
6.3
1.7

ArcRank
epidemic
disappearing
port
dissipate
cease
eat
gradually
instrumental
darkness
eﬀace
1.2
1.2

WordNet
vanish
go away
end
ﬁnish
terminate
cease

7.5
1.4

for our method, where it is interesting to note that in every example with which we
have experimented, the original word appears as the ﬁrst word of the list, a point that
tends to give credit to our method. We have examined the ﬁrst ten results obtained
on four query words chosen for their variety:
1. Disappear: a word with various synonyms, such as vanish.
2. Parallelogram: a very speciﬁc word with no true synonyms but with some
similar words: quadrilateral, square, rectangle, rhomb, . . . .
3. Sugar: a common word with diﬀerent meanings (in chemistry, cooking, dietetics. . . ). One can expect glucose as a candidate.
4. Science: a common and vague word. It is hard to say what to expect as a
synonym. Perhaps knowledge is the best candidate.
In order to have an objective evaluation of the diﬀerent methods, we have asked a
sample of 21 persons to give a mark (from 0 to 10) to the lists of synonyms, according
to their relevance to synonymy. The lists were of course presented in random order
for each word. The results obtained are given in Tables 7.1, 7.2, 7.3, and 7.4. The last
two lines of each of these tables gives the average mark and its standard deviation.
Concerning disappear, the distance method and our method do pretty well; vanish, cease, fade, die, pass, dissipate, and faint are very relevant (one must not
forget that verbs necessarily appear without their postposition). Some words like
light or port are completely irrelevant, but they appear only in sixth, seventh, or
eighth position. If we compare these two methods, we observe that our method is
better: an important synonym like pass gets a good ranking, whereas port or appear are not in the top ten words. It is hard to explain this phenomenon, but we
can say that the mutually reinforcing aspect of our method apparently has a positive
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Table 7.2 Proposed synonyms for parallelogram.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Mark
Std dev.

Distance
square
parallel
rhomb
prism
ﬁgure
equal
quadrilateral
opposite
altitude
parallelepiped
4.6
2.7

Our method
square
rhomb
parallel
ﬁgure
prism
equal
opposite
angles
quadrilateral
rectangle
4.8
2.5

ArcRank
quadrilateral
gnomon
right-lined
rectangle
consequently
parallelepiped
parallel
cylinder
popular
prism
3.3
2.2

WordNet
quadrilateral
quadrangle
tetragon

6.3
2.5

Table 7.3 Proposed synonyms for sugar.

1
2
2
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Mark
Std dev.

Distance
juice
starch
cane
milk
molasses
sucrose
wax
root
crystalline
confection
3.9
2.0

Our method
cane
starch
sucrose
milk
sweet
dextrose
molasses
juice
glucose
lactose
6.3
2.4

ArcRank
granulation
shrub
sucrose
preserve
honeyed
property
sorghum
grocer
acetate
saccharine
4.3
2.3

WordNet
sweetening
sweetener
carbohydrate
saccharide
organic compound
saccarify
sweeten
dulcify
edulcorate
dulcorate
6.2
2.9

Table 7.4 Proposed synonyms for science.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Mark
Std dev.

Distance
art
branch
nature
law
knowledge
principle
life
natural
electricity
biology
3.6
2.0

Our method
art
branch
law
study
practice
natural
knowledge
learning
theory
principle
4.4
2.5

ArcRank
formulate
arithmetic
systematize
scientiﬁc
knowledge
geometry
philosophical
learning
expertness
mathematics
3.2
2.9

WordNet
knowledge domain
knowledge base
discipline
subject
subject area
subject ﬁeld
ﬁeld
ﬁeld of study
ability
power
7.1
2.6

eﬀect. In contrast to this, ArcRank gives rather poor results including words such as
eat, instrumental, or epidemic that are irrelevant.
Because the neighborhood graph of parallelogram is rather small (30 vertices),
the ﬁrst two algorithms give similar results, which are reasonable: square, rhomb,
quadrilateral, rectangle, and ﬁgure are rather interesting. Other words are less
relevant but still are in the semantic domain of parallelogram. ArcRank, which also
works on the same subgraph, does not give results of the same quality: consequently
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and popular are clearly irrelevant, but gnomon is an interesting addition. It is
interesting to note that WordNet is here less rich because it focuses on a particular
aspect (quadrilateral).
Once more, the results given by ArcRank for sugar are mainly irrelevant
(property, grocer, . . .). Our method is again better than the distance method:
starch, sucrose, sweet, dextrose, glucose, and lactose are highly relevant words,
even if the ﬁrst given near-synonym (cane) is not as good. Note that our method has
marks that are even better than those of WordNet.
The results for science are perhaps the most diﬃcult to analyze. The distance
method and ours are comparable. ArcRank gives perhaps better results than for other
words but is still poorer than the two other methods.
In conclusion, the ﬁrst two algorithms give interesting and relevant words, whereas
it is clear that ArcRank is not adapted to the search for synonyms. The use of the
central score and its mutually reinforcing relationship demonstrates its superiority to
the basic distance method, even if the diﬀerence is not obvious for all words. The
quality of the results obtained with these diﬀerent methods is still quite diﬀerent from
that of handmade dictionaries such as WordNet. Still, these automatic techniques
are interesting, since they present more complete aspects of a word than handmade
dictionaries. They can proﬁtably be used to broaden a topic (see the example of
parallelogram) and to help with the compilation of synonym dictionaries.
8. Concluding Remarks. In this paper, we introduce a new concept, similarity
matrices, and explain how to associate a score with the similarity of the vertices of
two graphs. We show how this score can be computed and indicate how it extends
the concept of hub and authority scores introduced by Kleinberg. We prove several
properties and illustrate the strength and weakness of this new concept. Investigations
of properties and applications of the similarity matrix of graphs can be pursued in
several directions. We outline some possible research directions.
One natural extension of our concept is to consider networks rather than graphs;
this amounts to considering adjacency matrices with arbitrary real entries and not
just integers. The deﬁnitions and results presented in this paper use only the property
that the adjacency matrices involved have nonnegative entries, and so all results remain valid for networks with nonnegative weights. The extension to networks makes
a sensitivity analysis possible: How sensitive is the similarity matrix to the weights in
the network? Experiments and qualitative arguments show that, for most networks,
similarity scores are almost everywhere continuous functions of the network entries.
Perhaps this can be analyzed for models for random graphs such as those that appear in [7]? These questions can probably also be related to the large literature on
eigenvalues and invariant subspaces of graphs; see, e.g., [8], [9], and [10].
It appears natural to investigate the possible use of the similarity matrix of two
graphs to detect whether the graphs are isomorphic. (The membership of the graph
isomorphism problem in the complexity classes P or NP-complete is so far unsettled.)
If two graphs are isomorphic, then their similarity matrix can be made symmetric
by column (or row) permutation. It is easy to check in polynomial time if such
a permutation is possible and if it is unique. (When all entries of the similarity
matrix are distinct, it can only be unique.) In the case where no such permutation
exists or where only one permutation is possible, one can immediately conclude by
answering negatively or by checking the proposed permutation. In the case where
many permutations render the similarity matrix symmetric, all of them have to be
checked, and this leads to a possibly exponential number of permutations to verify. It
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would be interesting to see how this heuristic compares to other heuristics for graph
isomorphism and to investigate whether other features of the similarity matrix can
be used to limit the number of permutations to consider.
More speciﬁc questions on the similarity matrix also arise. One open problem
is to characterize the pairs of matrices that give rise to a rank 1 similarity matrix.
The structure of these pairs is conjectured at the end of section 6. Is this conjecture
correct? A long-standing graph question also arises when trying to characterize the
graphs whose similarity matrices have only positive entries. The positive entries of the
similarity matrix between the graphs GA and GB can be obtained as follows. First
construct the product graph, symmetrize it, and then identify in the resulting graph
the connected component(s) of largest possible Perron root. The indices of the vertices
in that graph correspond exactly to the nonzero entries in the similarity matrix of GA
and GB . The entries of the similarity matrix will thus be all positive if and only if
the symmetrized product graph is connected, that is, if and only if the product graph
of GA and GB is weakly connected. The problem of characterizing all pairs of graphs
that have a weakly connected product was introduced and analyzed in 1966 in [11].
That reference provides suﬃcient conditions for the product to be weakly connected.
Despite several subsequent contributions on this question (see, e.g., [12]), the problem
of eﬃciently characterizing all pairs of graphs that have a weakly connected product
is, to our knowledge, still open.
Another topic of interest is to investigate how the concepts proposed here can be
used, possibly in modiﬁed form, for evaluating the similarity between two graphs, for
clustering vertices or graphs, for pattern recognition in graphs, and for data mining
purposes.
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